PROMOSTRETCH®
SILICONE BANDS
Imagine The Possibilities!
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AERO RUBBER COMPANY® INC.
ADVERTISE

Your brand and creativity shine with Aero Rubber PromoStretch® Silicone Bands. Advertise with unrivaled print quality along with unparalleled printing options. They allow your brand to stand out from the crowd. With multiple sizes and a stretch similar to natural rubber, PromoStretch® Silicone Bands are the finishing touch to set your product apart from the rest.

Imagine the Possibilities! Use PromoStretch® Silicone Bands to draw attention to your brand today and ensure your message is remembered.

BUNDLE

Bring two or more items together with an upscale packaging option. PromoStretch® Silicone Bands conveniently and easily bundle your products. Whether it be a hat and tee combo or complimentary bottles, an advertising band can help. The bands keep items neat and suggest proper pairing options to the customer.

- Print Logos
- Inside & Out 360° Printing
- Custom Color
- Pantone & Process Imprint

- 2 for 1 Specials
- Multi-Packs
- Gift Packages
- Fundraising Items
- Tickets
- Binders

800.662.1009  aerorubber.com
Imagine The Possibilities!

COORDINATE
- Vibrant Logo
- Custom Color
- Unique Branding

PAIR
- Bundle Items for Sale
- Promote Brand Identity
On display and in-store PromoStretch® Silicone Bands are the perfect way to draw attention to items of interest while still promoting your brand. Match your logo with a slogan and add a creative design to your project. The quality printing does not rub off or crack and maintains its vibrant colors. These bands will outlast their initial use and carry your message when customers reuse your band.

Elevate your label from plain to memorable in a moment with the addition of a PromoStretch® Silicone Band. Add words, phrases and QR codes to support your brand message. Then go a step farther with color coded identification to identify scents, flavors or differences in your products. Easily add unique event information or dress up a product for the holidays to add merchandising value. This adjustable labeling option opens possibilities traditional labeling just can’t provide.
STRETCH
Similar to Natural Rubber
Works with Delicate Packaging
Various Strengths

MULTIPLE SIZES
Thin to Thick
Long or Short
Custom Available

Imagine The Possibilities!
Your story is your brand. Let us help you tell that story. Aero PromoStretch® Silicone Bands define and present your brand consistently. Create a visual identity that resonates with your customers. PromoStretch® Silicone Bands add an upscale touch. Beautiful print and high quality stretch bands are just the start. PromoStretch® Silicone Bands also provide you with an environmentally friendly choice. They are the packaging option that is both reusable and does not waste plastic or paper. Choose the option your customers prefer and elevate your brand.

Your Logo, Your Colors, No Problem!
Make a memorable first impression and convey your business’ vision. Your brand shines with PromoStretch® Silicone Bands. Approximate Pantone color match technology and precision printing ensure your logo will exceed standards. Stretch your reach and connect with your customers. Our advertising bands give you the brand recognition you need and hold up over time.
PromoStretch® Silicone Bands can be produced and printed in any color.

**Band colors available in:**
- Translucent
- Semi Translucent
- Pastels
- Neons
- Metallic
- Swirled Multicolor
- Segmented Multicolor
- Glow in the Dark
- Pantone Matching (Approximate)
- Debossed / Embossed

Don’t get stuck with a flat design. Choose a packaging design that stands out from the crowd.

PromoStretch® Silicone Bands are available in sizes small enough to fit on fingers to bands large enough to fit on 55 gallon drums and everything in-between.

With plenty of room for your unique design, they look great, make unique additions, are fun to touch, easy to reuse and last through repeated use.

- Menu Boards
- Brochures
- Awards
- Tins
- Bottles & More